
  

Its October -Greater Uncertainty Spooks Markets 

It's been an eventful October. Let's check in on how the financial markets are 
performing, review the increasing uncertainties at home and abroad, and 
determine whether changes to our outlook and recommended portfolio 
allocations are in order. Market Perspectives: Greater Uncertainty Spooks 
Markets | City National Rochdale 

What’s driving market dynamics? How should investors think about short-
term market swings? Here’s our best think 

 

Most major financial markets are down month-to-date, as resurgent yields, 
dysfunction in Washington, the Israel-Hamas war, and other outside stresses 
raise investor uncertainty. 

U.S. large cap stocks have fared relatively well. The S&P 500 is down about 
1.5% month-to-date, while small cap stocks (considered to be more exposed 
to economic uncertainty) are down more than 6%, hitting a 12-month low, 
and international stocks are down over 3% month-to-date. 

Earnings season is in full swing, and so far, results are largely in line with 
expectations. In the aggregate, companies are reporting earnings of 6.6% 
above consensus and estimates, and that are equal to the 10-year average. 

https://www.cnr.com/insights/market-perspectives/october-2023.html?wemail=margaret%40sucrevailwa.com&wvideo=pvlp5qr4qr
https://www.cnr.com/insights/market-perspectives/october-2023.html?wemail=margaret%40sucrevailwa.com&wvideo=pvlp5qr4qr
https://app.insight.seic.com/e/er?utm_campaign=ADV_EMAILAI_230014.22_2310_Q3QIREmail2&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&s=1281045713&lid=11981&elqTrackId=FD7647F0CD7F7FB9B1F5693AE5E5B700&elq=0a8c527e119d45c79a889d765b8cbe0e&elqaid=10500&elqat=1


 

However, we are hearing more concerns about the economy from company 
guidance.Some of the tech titans have reported. Microsoft's results were 
impressive; Meta's and Netflix's were good; Alphabet's and Tesla's were not 
so great; and as of filming, we're still awaiting Amazon's report. Apple and 
NVIDIA do not report until November. Most major bond indices are down as 
well, as yields have risen. 

Here are a few articles that can provide additional insights and news! Be well 
until we connect again. 

Thanks,  

Margaret & Henry 
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Barron's Daily: The U.S. 
Economy Is a Juggernaut. Why 
It May Not Remain That Way. 
Oct. 27, 2023 
 

 

A briefing on what you need to 
know for markets in the days 
ahead, including exclusive 
commentary... 

 

Read more → 

  

   

 

Barron's Daily: Earnings, Fed 
Decision, Jobs Data Are Key 
This Week. One Thing’s More 
Important. 
Oct. 30, 2023 
 

 

A briefing with what you need to 
know for markets in the days 
ahead, including exclusive... 

 

Read more → 

  

   
 

 

Merrill’s Richard Jones: ‘Crazy 
Things’ in News Often Don’t 
Move Markets the Way You 
Think 
Oct. 20, 2023 
 

 

When it comes to the impact of 
the news on your investments, 
the key question to keep in mind 
is... 

 

Read more → 
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